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(57) ABSTRACT 

Techniques and tools related to delayed or lost coded audio 
information are described. For example, a concealment 
technique for one or more missing frames is selected based 
on one or more factors that include a classi?cation of each 

of one or more available frames near the one or more 

missing frames. As another example, information from a 
concealment signal is used to produce substitute information 
that is relied on in decoding a subsequent frame. As yet 
another example, a data structure having nodes correspond 
ing to received packet delays is used to determine a desired 

(22) May 31, 2005 decoder packet delay value. 
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ROBUST DECODER 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] Described tools and techniques relate to audio 
codecs, and particularly to techniques for dealing With 
delayed or lost encoded audio information. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] With the emergence of digital Wireless telephone 
networks, streaming audio over the Internet, and Internet 
telephony, digital processing and delivery of speech has 
become commonplace. Engineers use a variety of tech 
niques to process speech ef?ciently While still maintaining 
quality. To understand these techniques, it helps to under 
stand hoW audio information is represented and processed in 
a computer. 

I. Representation of Audio Information in a Computer 

[0003] A computer processes audio information as a series 
of numbers representing the audio. A single number can 
represent an audio sample, Which is an amplitude value at a 
particular time. Several factors affect the quality of the 
audio, including sample depth and sampling rate. 

[0004] Sample depth (or precision) indicates the range of 
numbers used to represent a sample. More possible values 
for each sample typically yields higher quality output 
because more subtle variations in amplitude can be repre 
sented. An eight-bit sample has 256 possible values, While a 
sixteen-bit sample has 65,536 possible values. 

[0005] The sampling rate (usually measured as the number 
of samples per second) also affects quality. The higher the 
sampling rate, the higher the quality because more frequen 
cies of sound can be represented. Some common sampling 
rates are 8,000, 11,025, 22,050, 32,000, 44,100, 48,000, and 
96,000 samples/ second (HZ). Table 1 shoWs several formats 
of audio With different quality levels, along With correspond 
ing raW bit rate costs. 

TABLE 1 

Bit rates for different quality audio 

Sample Depth Sampling Rate Channel RaW Bit Rate 
(bits/sample) (samples/second) Mode (bits/second) 

8 8,000 mono 64,000 
8 11,025 mono 88,200 

16 44,100 stereo 1,411,200 

[0006] As Table 1 shoWs, the cost of high quality audio is 
high bit rate. High quality audio information consumes large 
amounts of computer storage and transmission capacity. 
Many computers and computer networks lack the resources 
to process raW digital audio. Compression (also called 
encoding or coding) decreases the cost of storing and 
transmitting audio information by converting the informa 
tion into a loWer bit rate form. Compression can be lossless 
(in Which quality does not suffer) or lossy (in Which quality 
suffers but bit rate reduction from subsequent lossless com 
pression is more dramatic). Decompression (also called 
decoding) extracts a reconstructed version of the original 
information from the compressed form. A codec is an 
encoder/decoder system. 
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II. Speech Encoders and Decoders 

[0007] One goal of audio compression is to digitally 
represent audio signals to provide maximum signal quality 
for a given amount of bits. Stated differently, this goal is to 
represent the audio signals With the least bits for a given 
level of quality. Other goals such as resiliency to transmis 
sion errors and limiting the overall delay due to encoding/ 
transmission/decoding apply in some scenarios. 

[0008] Different kinds of audio signals have different 
characteristics. Music is characteriZed by large ranges of 
frequencies and amplitudes, and often includes tWo or more 
channels. On the other hand, speech is characterized by 
smaller ranges of frequencies and amplitudes, and is com 
monly represented in a single channel. Certain codecs and 
processing techniques are adapted for music and general 
audio; other codecs and processing techniques are adapted 
for speech. 

[0009] One type of conventional speech codec uses linear 
prediction to achieve compression. The speech encoding 
includes several stages. The encoder ?nds and quantiZes 
coef?cients for a linear prediction ?lter, Which is used to 
predict sample values as linear combinations of preceding 
sample values. A residual signal (represented as an “excita 
tion” signal) indicates parts of the original signal not accu 
rately predicted by the ?ltering. At some stages, the speech 
codec uses different compression techniques for voiced 
segments (characterized by vocal chord vibration), unvoiced 
segments, and silent segments, since different kinds of 
speech have different characteristics. Voiced segments typi 
cally exhibit highly repeating voicing patterns, even in the 
residual domain. For voiced segments, the encoder achieves 
further compression by comparing the current residual sig 
nal to previous residual cycles and encoding the current 
residual signal in terms of delay or lag information relative 
to the previous cycles. The encoder handles other discrep 
ancies betWeen the original signal and the predicted, 
encoded representation (from the linear prediction and delay 
information) using specially designed codebooks. 

[0010] Although some speech codecs described above 
have good overall performance for many applications, they 
have several draWbacks. In particular, several draWbacks 
surface When the speech codecs are used in conjunction With 
dynamic netWork resources. In such scenarios, encoded 
speech may be lost because of a temporary bandWidth 
shortage or other problem. 

[0011] A. Ineffective Concealment Techniques 

[0012] When one or more packets of encoded speech are 
missing, such as by Where they are lost, delayed, corrupted 
or otherWise made unusable in transit or elseWhere, decoders 
often attempt to conceal the missing packets in some man 
ner. For example, some decoders simply repeat packets that 
have already been received. If there are signi?cant losses of 
packets, hoWever, this technique can quickly result in 
degraded quality of the decoded speech output. 

[0013] Some codecs use more sophisticated concealment 
techniques, such as the Waveform similarity overlap-add 
method (“WSOLA”). This technique extends the decoded 
audio signal to conceal missing packets by generating neW 
pitch cycles through Weighted averages of existing pitch 
cycles. This method can be more effective in concealing 
missing packets than merely repeating earlier packets. HoW 
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ever, it may not be ideal for all situations. Moreover, it can 
produce undesirable sound effects (such as a mechanical or 
ringing sound), if it is used to extend a signal for too long. 

[0014] Additionally, many frames depend on memory of 
decoded characteristics of previous frames (such as excita 
tion signal history) for decoding. When such memory does 
not exist (as Where the packets that Would have been used to 
produce the memory are lost, delayed, etc.), the signal 
quality may be degraded even for the received frames that 
folloW missing frames. 

[0015] B. Inef?cient or Ineffective Desired Packet Delay 
Calculations 

[0016] As packets of encoded audio information are being 
transported to a decoder application, each packet may expe 
rience a different delay due to, for example, netWork varia 
tions. This can also result in packets arriving in a different 
order than they Were sent. An application or decoder may 
calculate delay statistics to determine a desired decoder 
bulfer delay that is expected to be long enough to alloW a 
sufficient number of packets to arrive at the decoder in time 
to be decoded and used. Of course, a countervailing concern 
may be overall delay in the system, especially for real-time, 
interactive applications such as telephony. 

[0017] One approach to calculating the optimal delay is to 
look at the maximum delay of previous packets and use that 
delay value as a guide. The delay of a packet is typically 
determined by calculating the difference betWeen a sent time 
stamp applied on the encoder side When the packet is sent 
and a received time stamp applied on the decoder side When 
the packet is received. HoWever, sometimes outliers may 
exist, causing the system to adapt to unrepresentative pack 
ets. In addition, it is sometimes better to let a feW packets 
arrive too late (and be missed) than to impose a delay long 
enough to receive those outlier, late packets. 

[0018] One alternative is calculating the desired delay 
based on formulas such as running averages, and running 
variance calculations. HoWever, many parameters need to be 
optimiZed in such calculations, and it is dif?cult to ?nd the 
right tradeolf betWeen calculation and response speed on the 
one hand, and basing the calculations on a representative 
population of history values on the other hand. 

[0019] Another approach is to directly analyZe the packet 
delay distribution. For example, a histogram of packet 
delays may be maintained. The Width of a bin in the delay 
time histogram represents the desired accuracy With Which 
the optimal delay Will be calculated. Decreasing the bin siZe 
improves the accuracy. The shape of the histogram approxi 
mately mirrors the underlying packet delay distribution. 

[0020] When a neW packet arrives, the packet delay is 
mapped to the corresponding bin and the count of the 
packets that fall into that bin is incremented. To re?ect the 
age of some old packets, counts in all other bins are scaled 
doWn in a process called “aging.” To ?nd the neW desired 
delay, the decoder sets a desired loss rate. Typical values 
range betWeen one percent and ?ve percent. The histogram 
is analyZed to determine the value of the desired delay that 
is needed to achieve the desired loss. One problem With this 
approach is that some parameters need to be tuned, such as 
bin Width, and aging factors. In addition, all old packets are 
treated similarly in the aging process, and the aging 
approach itself plays an overly signi?cant role in the overall 
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performance of the technique. In addition, a clock-drift 
situation may occur. Clock drift occurs When the clock rates 
of different devices are not the same. If clock drift occurs 
betWeen encoder-side devices that apply sent time stamps 
and decoder-side devices that apply received time stamps, 
the overall delay has either a positive or a negative trend. 
This can cause the histogram to drift along the delay timeline 
even When the histogram should be static. 

SUMMARY 

[0021] In summary, the detailed description is directed to 
various techniques and tools for audio codecs and speci? 
cally to tools and techniques related to techniques for 
dealing With audio information that is missing for any 
reason. Described embodiments implement one or more of 
the described techniques and tools including, but not limited 
to, the folloWing: 

[0022] In one aspect, if one or more missing frames is 
encountered While processing a bit stream for an audio 
signal, then a concealment technique is selected from among 
multiple available signal-dependent concealment techniques 
based at least in part on one or more factors. The selected 
concealment technique is performed and a result is output. 

[0023] In another aspect, When encountering one or more 
frames missing from a bit stream for an audio signal, a 
concealment signal based at least in part on pitch cycles in 
one or more previous frames is generated, including intro 
ducing pitch jitter. 

[0024] In another aspect, one or more frames missing from 
a bit stream for an audio signal is encountered and a 
concealment signal is produced. A subsequent frame is 
encountered that relies at least in part on information from 
the one or more missing frames for decoding. Substitute 
information from the concealment signal is produced and 
relied on in place of the information from the one or more 
missing frames to decode the subsequent frame. 

[0025] In another aspect, a bit stream for an audio signal 
is processed. When one or more frames missing from the bit 
stream is encountered, then the processing includes gener 
ating a concealment signal including an extension signal 
contribution based at least in part on one or more values 

associated With an available frame, and, after a threshold 
duration of the concealment signal, adding a noise contri 
bution to the concealment signal. When encountering the 
one or more missing frames from the bit stream, the pro 
cessing may further include gradually decreasing energy of 
the extension signal contribution along at least part of the 
audio signal, and gradually increasing energy of the noise 
contribution along the at least part of the audio signal. 
Moreover, gradually decreasing the energy of the extension 
signal contribution may include gradually decreasing the 
energy until the extension signal is imperceptible. Also, the 
energy of the extension signal contribution may be gradually 
decreased and the energy of the noise contribution may be 
gradually increased until the concealment signal consists 
essentially of a predetermined level of background noise. 

[0026] In another aspect, a bit stream for an audio signal 
is processed. When encountering one or more missing 
frames from the bit stream, the processing includes identi 
fying plural available segments from an available frame, and 
for each of the plural available segments, using one or more 
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characteristics of the available segment to generate a derived 
segment. A merged signal is formed using the plural avail 
able segments and the plural derived segments. The avail 
able frame may be an unvoiced frame, and the one or more 
characteristics may include energy of the available segment. 
The plural available segments may include ?rst and second 
available segments, the plural derived segments may include 
?rst and second derived segments, and forming the merged 
signal may include merging the ?rst available segment With 
the ?rst derived segment, merging the ?rst derived segment 
With the second derived segment, and merging the second 
derived segment With the second available segment. The 
plural available segments may include more than tWo avail 
able segments, and the plural derived segments may include 
more than tWo derived segments. Also, the processing may 
further include using the merged segment in place of the 
available frame and the one or more missing frames. 

[0027] In another aspect, a data structure is maintained. 
The data structure includes a set of plural nodes that corre 
spond to packets in a set of received packets. Each node of 
the set of plural nodes includes a delay value for receipt of 
a corresponding packet of the set of received packets, a 
higher value pointer that points to a node of the set of plural 
nodes With a next higher delay value, and a loWer value 
pointer that points to a node of the set of plural nodes With 
a next loWer delay value. A desired decoder packet delay 
value is determined based at least in part on the data 
structure. When a neW packet is received, maintaining the 
data structure may include replacing a delay value of an 
oldest packet out of the set of received packets With a delay 
value of the neW packet, updating the high value pointer of 
one or more nodes of the set of plural nodes, and updating 
the loW value pointer of one or more nodes of the set of 
plural nodes. Moreover, determining the desired decoder 
packet delay value may include locating a node of the set of 
plural nodes comprising a maximum delay value, searching 
nodes of the set of plural nodes With successively loWer 
delay values until a desired number of nodes has been 
searched, and using the delay value of the last node to be 
searched as a desired packet delay for the decoder. Also, the 
desired number of nodes may correspond to a predetermined 
desired packet loss rate. 

[0028] The various techniques and tools can be used in 
combination or independently. 

[0029] Additional features and advantages Will be made 
apparent from the folloWing detailed description of different 
embodiments that proceeds With reference to the accompa 
nying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0030] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a suitable computing 
environment in Which one or more of the described embodi 
ments may be implemented. 

[0031] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a netWork environ 
ment in conjunction With Which one or more of the described 
embodiments may be implemented. 

[0032] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a real-time speech 
frame encoder in conjunction With Which one or more of the 
described embodiments may be implemented. 

[0033] FIG. 4 is a How diagram depicting the determina 
tion of codebook parameters in one implementation. 
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[0034] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a real-time speech 
frame decoder in conjunction With Which one or more of the 
described embodiments may be implemented. 

[0035] FIG. 6 is a block diagram depicting the general 
How of audio information in an example decoder-side VoIP 
system. 

[0036] FIG. 7 is a block diagram depicting the buffering 
of samples in an example decoder-side buffering technique. 

[0037] FIG. 8 is a graph of an example packet delay 
distribution. 

[0038] FIG. 9 is a diagram of an example packet delay 
data structure. 

[0039] FIG. 10 is a How diagram depicting an example of 
determining an appropriate concealment technique. 

[0040] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating a tech 
nique for concealing missing unvoiced audio information. 

[0041] FIG. 12 is a How diagram depicting an example of 
a decoder memory recovery technique. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0042] Described embodiments are directed to techniques 
and tools for processing audio information in encoding 
and/or decoding. With these techniques the quality of speech 
derived from a speech codec, such as a real-time speech 
codec, is improved. Such improvements may result from the 
use of various techniques and tools separately or in combi 
nation. 

[0043] Such techniques and tools may include choosing a 
concealment technique based on characteristics of the audio 
signal and/or using pitch jittering in conjunction With pitch 
extension concealment techniques. The techniques may also 
include encoding some or all of a signal resulting from 
concealment techniques and using the encoded information 
to regenerate the memory used for decoding future packets. 
Additionally, the techniques may include calculating a 
desired packet delay value using a data structure adapted for 
tracking and ordering packet delays. 

[0044] Although operations for various techniques are 
described in a particular, sequential order for the sake of 
presentation, it should be understood that this manner of 
description encompasses minor rearrangements in the order 
of operations, unless a particular ordering is required. For 
example, operations described sequentially may in some 
cases be rearranged or performed concurrently. Moreover, 
for the sake of simplicity, ?oWcharts may not shoW the 
various Ways in Which particular techniques can be used in 
conjunction With other techniques. 

[0045] While particular computing environment features 
and audio codec features are described beloW, one or more 
of the tools and techniques may be used With various 
different types of computing environments and/or various 
different types of codecs. For example, one or more of the 
robust decoder techniques may be used With codecs that do 
not use the CELP coding model, such as adaptive differential 
pulse code modulation codecs, transorm codecs and/ or other 
types of codecs. As another example, one or more of the 
robust decoder techniques may be used With single band 
codecs or sub-band codecs. As another example, one or 
more of the robust decoder techniques may be applied to a 
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single band of a multi-band codec and/ or to a synthesized or 
unencoded signal including contributions of multiple bands 
of a multi-band codec. 

I. Computing Environment 

[0046] FIG. 1 illustrates a generalized example of a suit 
able computing environment (100) in Which one or more of 
the described embodiments may be implemented. The com 
puting environment (100) is not intended to suggest any 
limitation as to scope of use or functionality of the invention, 
as the present invention may be implemented in diverse 
general-purpose or special-purpose computing environ 
ments. 

[0047] With reference to FIG. 1, the computing environ 
ment (100) includes at least one processing unit (110) and 
memory (120). In FIG. 1, this most basic con?guration 
(130) is included Within a dashed line. The processing unit 
(110) executes computer-executable instructions and may be 
a real or a virtual processor. In a multi-processing system, 
multiple processing units execute computer-executable 
instructions to increase processing poWer. The memory 
(120) may be volatile memory (e.g., registers, cache, RAM), 
non-volatile memory (e.g., ROM, EEPROM, ?ash memory, 
etc.), or some combination of the tWo. The memory (120) 
stores software (180) implementing techniques such as 
signal-dependent concealment, pitch jittering, decoder 
memory recovery, and/or linked-list packet delay calcula 
tions. 

[0048] A computing environment (100) may have addi 
tional features. In FIG. 1, the computing environment (100) 
includes storage (140), one or more input devices (150), one 
or more output devices (160), and one or more communi 
cation connections (170). An interconnection mechanism 
(not shoWn) such as a bus, controller, or netWork intercon 
nects the components of the computing environment (100). 
Typically, operating system softWare (not shoWn) provides 
an operating environment for other softWare executing in the 
computing environment (100), and coordinates activities of 
the components of the computing environment (100). 

[0049] The storage (140) may be removable or non 
removable, and may include magnetic disks, magnetic tapes 
or cassettes, CD-ROMs, CD-RWs, DVDs, or any other 
medium Which can be used to store information and Which 
can be accessed Within the computing environment (100). 
The storage (140) stores instructions for the softWare (180). 

[0050] The input device(s) (150) may be a touch input 
device such as a keyboard, mouse, pen, or trackball, a voice 
input device, a scanning device, netWork adapter, or another 
device that provides input to the computing environment 
(100). For audio, the input device(s) (150) may be a sound 
card, microphone or other device that accepts audio input in 
analog or digital form, or a CD/DVD reader that provides 
audio samples to the computing environment (100). The 
output device(s) (160) may be a display, printer, speaker, 
CD/DVD-Writer, netWork adapter, or another device that 
provides output from the computing environment (100). 

[0051] The communication connection(s) (170) enable 
communication over a communication medium to another 
computing entity. The communication medium conveys 
information such as computer-executable instructions, com 
pressed speech information, or other data in a modulated 
data signal. A modulated data signal is a signal that has one 
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or more of its characteristics set or changed in such a manner 
as to encode information in the signal. By Way of example, 
and not limitation, communication media include Wired or 
Wireless techniques implemented With an electrical, optical, 
RF, infrared, acoustic, or other carrier. 

[0052] The invention can be described in the general 
context of computer-readable media. Computer-readable 
media are any available media that can be accessed Within 
a computing environment. By Way of example, and not 
limitation, With the computing environment (100), com 
puter-readable media include memory (120), storage (140), 
communication media, and combinations of any of the 
above. 

[0053] The invention can be described in the general 
context of computer-executable instructions, such as those 
included in program modules, being executed in a comput 
ing environment on a target real or virtual processor. Gen 
erally, program modules include routines, programs, librar 
ies, objects, classes, components, data structures, etc. that 
perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract 
data types. The functionality of the program modules may be 
combined or split betWeen program modules as desired in 
various embodiments. Computer-executable instructions for 
program modules may be executed Within a local or distrib 
uted computing environment. 

[0054] For the sake of presentation, the detailed descrip 
tion uses terms like “determine,”“generate,”“adjust,” and 
“apply” to describe computer operations in a computing 
environment. These terms are high-level abstractions for 
operations performed by a computer, and should not be 
confused With acts performed by a human being. The actual 
computer operations corresponding to these terms vary 
depending on implementation. 

II. Generalized NetWork Environment and Real-Time 
Speech Codec 

[0055] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a generalized netWork 
environment (200) in conjunction With Which one or more of 
the described embodiments may be implemented. A netWork 
(250) separates various encoder-side components from vari 
ous decoder-side components. 

[0056] The primary functions of the encoder-side and 
decoder-side components are speech encoding and decod 
ing, respectively. On the encoder side, an input bulfer (210) 
accepts and stores speech input (202). The speech encoder 
(230) takes speech input (202) from the input bulfer (210) 
and encodes it. 

[0057] Speci?cally, a frame splitter (212) splits the 
samples of the speech input (202) into frames. In one 
implementation, the frames are uniformly 20 ms longil 60 
samples for eight kHz input and 320 samples for sixteen kHz 
input. In other implementations, the frames have different 
durations, are non-uniform or overlapping, and/or the sam 
pling rate of the input (202) is different. The frames may be 
organized in a super-frame/ frame, frame/ sub -frame, or other 
con?guration for different stages of the encoding and decod 
mg. 

[0058] A frame classi?er (214) classi?es the frames 
according to one or more criteria, such as energy of the 
signal, zero crossing rate, long-term prediction gain, gain 
di?‘erential, and/or other criteria for sub-frames or the Whole 
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frames. Based upon the criteria, the frame classi?er (214) 
classi?es the different frames into classes such as silent, 
unvoiced, voiced, and transition (e.g., unvoiced to voiced). 
Additionally, the frames may be classi?ed according to the 
type of redundant coding, if any, that is used for the frame. 
The frame class affects the parameters that Will be computed 
to encode the frame. In addition, the frame class may affect 
the resolution and loss resiliency With Which parameters are 
encoded, so as to provide more resolution and loss resiliency 
to more important frame classes and parameters. For 
example, silent frames are typically coded at very loW rate, 
are very simple to recover by concealment if lost, and may 
not need protection against loss. Unvoiced frames typically 
are coded at slightly higher rate, are reasonably simple to 
recover by concealment if lost, and are not signi?cantly 
protected against loss. Voiced and transition frames are 
usually encoded With more bits, depending on the complex 
ity of the frame as Well as the presence of transitions. Voiced 
and transition frames are also dif?cult to recover if lost, and 
so are more signi?cantly protected against loss. Alterna 
tively, the frame classi?er (214) uses other and/or additional 
frame classes. In FIG. 2, each frame is encoded, as by a 
frame encoding component (232). Such frame encoding is 
described in more detail beloW With reference to FIG. 3. The 
resulting encoded speech is provided to softWare for one or 
more networking layers (240) through a multiplexer 
(“MUX”) (236). The networking layer(s) (240) process the 
encoded speech for transmission over the netWork (250). For 
example, the netWork layer softWare packages frames of 
encoded speech information into packets that folloW the RTP 
protocol, Which are relayed over the Internet using UDP, IP, 
and various physical layer protocols. Alternatively, other 
and/ or additional layers of softWare or netWorking protocols 
are used. 

[0059] The netWork (250) is a Wide area, packet-sWitched 
netWork such as the Internet. Alternatively, the netWork 
(250) is a local area netWork or other kind of netWork. 

[0060] On the decoder side, softWare for one or more 
netWorking layers (260) receives and processes the trans 
mitted data. The netWork, transport, and higher layer pro 
tocols and softWare in the decoder-side netWorking layer(s) 
(260) usually correspond to those in the encoder-side net 
Working layer(s) (240). The netWorking layer(s) provide the 
encoded speech information to the speech decoder (270) 
through a demultiplexer (“DEMUX”) (276). 

[0061] The decoder (270) decodes each frame, as is 
depicted in decoding module (272). The decoded speech 
output (292) may also be passed through one or more 
post-?lters (284) to improve the quality of the resulting 
?ltered speech output (294). 

[0062] One generaliZed real-time speech frame decoder is 
described beloW With reference to FIG. 5, but other speech 
decoders may instead be used. Additionally, some or all of 
the described tools and techniques may be used With other 
types of audio encoders and decoders, such as music encod 
ers and decoders, or general-purpose audio encoders and 
decoders. 

[0063] Aside from these primary encoding and decoding 
functions, the components may also share information 
(shoWn in dashed lines in FIG. 2) to control the rate, quality, 
and/or loss resiliency of the encoded speech. The rate 
controller (220) considers a variety of factors such as the 
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complexity of the current input in the input buffer (210), the 
buffer fullness of output buffers in the encoder (230) or 
elseWhere, desired output rate, the current netWork band 
Width, netWork congestion/noise conditions and/or decoder 
loss rate. The decoder (270) feeds back decoder loss rate 
information to the rate controller (220). The netWorking 
layer(s) (240, 260) collect or estimate information about 
current netWork bandWidth and congestion/noise conditions, 
Which is fed back to the rate controller (220). Alternatively, 
the rate controller (220) considers other and/or additional 
factors. 

[0064] The rate controller (220) directs the speech encoder 
(230) to change the rate, quality, and/or loss resiliency With 
Which speech is encoded. The encoder (230) may change 
rate and quality by adjusting quantization factors for param 
eters or changing the resolution of entropy codes represent 
ing the parameters. Additionally, the encoder may change 
loss resiliency by adjusting the rate or type of redundant 
coding. Thus, the encoder (230) may change the allocation 
of bits betWeen primary encoding functions and loss resil 
iency functions depending on netWork conditions. Altema 
tively, the rate is controlled in some other manner, such as 
Where the encoder operates at a ?xed rate. 

[0065] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a generaliZed speech 
frame encoder (300) in conjunction With Which one or more 
of the described embodiments may be implemented. The 
frame encoder (300) generally corresponds to the frame 
encoding component (232) in FIG. 2. The frame encoder 
(300) accepts the frame input (302) from the frame splitter 
and produces encoded frame output (392). 
[0066] The LP analysis component (330) computes linear 
prediction coe?icients (332). In one implementation, the LP 
?lter uses ten coef?cients for eight kHZ input and sixteen 
coef?cients for sixteen kHZ input, and the LP analysis 
component (330) computes one set of linear prediction 
coef?cients per frame. Alternatively, the LP analysis com 
ponent (330) computes tWo sets of coefficients per frame, 
one for each of tWo WindoWs centered at different locations, 
or computes a different number of coef?cients per frame. 

[0067] The LPC processing component (335) receives and 
processes the linear prediction coef?cients (332). Typically, 
the LPC processing component (335) converts LPC values 
to a different representation for more ef?cient quantization 
and encoding. For example, the LPC processing component 
(335) converts LPC values to a line spectral pair (LSP) 
representation, and the LSP values are quantiZed (such as by 
vector quantiZation) and encoded. The LSP values may be 
intra coded or predicted from other LSP values. Various 
representations, quantiZation techniques, and encoding tech 
niques are possible for LPC values. The LPC values are 
provided in some form as part of the encoded frame output 
(392) for packetiZation and transmission (along With any 
quantiZation parameters and other information needed for 
reconstruction). For subsequent use in the encoder (300), the 
LPC processing component (335) reconstructs the LPC 
values. The LPC processing component (335) may perform 
interpolation for LPC values (such as equivalently in LSP 
representation or another representation) to smooth the 
transitions betWeen different sets of LPC coef?cients, or 
betWeen the LPC coef?cients used for different sub-frames 
of frames. 

[0068] The synthesis (or “short-term prediction”) ?lter 
(340) accepts reconstructed LPC values (338) and incorpo 
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rates them into the ?lter. The synthesis ?lter (340) receives 
an excitation signal and produces an approximation of the 
original signal. For a given frame, the synthesis ?lter (340) 
may buffer a number of reconstructed samples (e.g., ten for 
a ten-tap ?lter) from the previous frame for the start of the 
prediction. 

[0069] The perceptual Weighting components (350, 355) 
apply perceptual Weighting to the original signal and the 
modeled output of the synthesis ?lter (340) so as to selec 
tively de-emphasize the formant structure of speech signals 
to make the auditory systems less sensitive to quantization 
errors. The perceptual Weighting components (350, 355) 
exploit psychoacoustic phenomena such as masking. In one 
implementation, the perceptual Weighting components (350, 
355) apply Weights based on the original LPC values (332) 
received from the LP analysis component (330). Alterna 
tively, the perceptual Weighting components (350, 355) 
apply other and/or additional Weights. 

[0070] Following the perceptual Weighting components 
(350, 355), the encoder (300) computes the difference 
betWeen the perceptually Weighted original signal and per 
ceptually Weighted output of the synthesis ?lter (340) to 
produce a difference signal (334). Alternatively, the encoder 
(300) uses a different technique to compute the speech 
parameters. 

[0071] The excitation parameterization component (360) 
seeks to ?nd the best combination of adaptive codebook 
indices, ?xed codebook indices and gain codebook indices 
in terms of minimizing the difference betWeen the percep 
tually Weighted original signal and synthesized signal (in 
terms of Weighted mean square error or other criteria). Many 
parameters are computed per sub-frame, but more generally 
the parameters may be per super-frame, frame, or sub-frame. 
Table 2 shoWs the available types of parameters for different 
frame classes in one implementation. 

TABLE 2 

Parameters for different frame classes 

Frame class Parameter(s) 

Silent Class information; LSP; gain (per frame, for 
generated noise) 

Unvoiced Class information; LSP; pulse, random, and gain codebook 
parameters (per sub-frame) 

Voiced Class information; LSP; adaptive, pulse, random, and 
Transition gain codebook parameters (per sub-frame) 

[0072] In FIG. 3, the excitation parameterization compo 
nent (360) divides the frame into sub-frames and calculates 
codebook indices and gains for each sub-frame as appropri 
ate. For example, the number and type of codebook stages 
to be used, and the resolutions of codebook indices, may 
initially be determined by an encoding mode, Where the 
mode is dictated by the rate control component discussed 
above. A particular mode may also dictate encoding and 
decoding parameters other than the number and type of 
codebook stages, for example, the resolution of the code 
book indices. The parameters of each codebook stage are 
determined by optimizing the parameters to minimize error 
betWeen a target signal and the contribution of that codebook 
stage to the synthesized signal. (As used herein, the term 
“optimize” means ?nding a suitable solution under appli 
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cable constraints such as distortion reduction, parameter 
search time, parameter search complexity, bit rate of param 
eters, etc., as opposed to performing a full search on the 
parameter space. Similarly, the term “minimize” should be 
understood in terms of ?nding a suitable solution under 
applicable constraints.) For example, the optimization can 
be done using a modi?ed mean-square error technique. The 
target signal for each stage is the difference betWeen the 
residual signal and the sum of the contributions of the 
previous codebook stages, if any, to the synthesized signal. 
Alternatively, other optimization techniques may be used. 

[0073] FIG. 4 shoWs a technique for determining code 
book parameters according to one implementation. The 
excitation parameterization component (360) performs the 
technique, potentially in conjunction With other components 
such as a rate controller. Alternatively, another component in 
an encoder performs the technique. 

[0074] Referring to FIG. 4, for each sub-frame in a voiced 
or transition frame, the excitation parameterization compo 
nent (360) determines (410) Whether an adaptive codebook 
may be used for the current sub-frame. (For example, the 
rate control may dictate that no adaptive codebook is to be 
used for a particular frame.) If the adaptive codebook is not 
to be used, then an adaptive codebook sWitch Will indicate 
that no adaptive codebooks are to be used (435). For 
example, this could be done by setting a one-bit ?ag at the 
frame level indicating no adaptive codebooks are used in the 
frame, by specifying a particular coding mode at the frame 
level, or by setting a one-bit ?ag for each sub-frame indi 
cating that no adaptive codebook is used in the sub-frame. 

[0075] Referring still to FIG. 4, if an adaptive codebook 
may be used, then the component (360) determines adaptive 
codebook parameters. Those parameters include an index, or 
pitch value, that indicates a desired segment of the excitation 
signal history, as Well as a gain to apply to the desired 
segment. In FIGS. 3 and 4, the component (360) performs 
a closed loop pitch search (420). This search begins With the 
pitch determined by the optional open loop pitch search 
component (325) in FIG. 3. An open loop pitch search 
component (325) analyzes the Weighted signal produced by 
Weighting component (350) to estimate its pitch. Beginning 
With this estimated pitch, the closed loop pitch search (420) 
optimizes the pitch value to decrease the error betWeen the 
target signal and the Weighted synthesized signal generated 
from an indicated segment of the excitation signal history. 
The adaptive codebook gain value is also optimized (425). 
The adaptive codebook gain value indicates a multiplier to 
apply to the pitch-predicted values (the values from the 
indicated segment of the excitation signal history), to adjust 
the scale of the values. The gain multiplied by the pitch 
predicted values is the adaptive codebook contribution to the 
excitation signal for the current frame or sub-frame. The 
gain optimization (425) and the closed loop pitch search 
(420) produce a gain value and an index value, respectively, 
that minimize the error betWeen the target signal and the 
Weighted synthesized signal from the adaptive codebook 
contribution. 

[0076] If the component (360) determines (430) that the 
adaptive codebook is to be used, then the adaptive codebook 
parameters are signaled (440) in the bit stream. If not, then 
it is indicated that no adaptive codebook is used for the 
sub-frame (435), such as by setting a one-bit sub-frame level 
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?ag, as discussed above. This determination (430) may 
include determining Whether the adaptive codebook contri 
bution for the particular sub-frame is signi?cant enough to 
be Worth the number of bits required to signal the adaptive 
codebook parameters. Alternatively, some other basis may 
be used for the determination. Moreover, although FIG. 4 
shoWs signaling after the determination, alternatively, sig 
nals are batched until the technique ?nishes for a frame or 
super-frame. 

[0077] The excitation parameteriZation component (360) 
also determines (450) Whether a pulse codebook is used. The 
use or non-use of the pulse codebook is indicated as part of 
an overall coding mode for the current frame, or it may be 
indicated or determined in other Ways. A pulse codebook is 
a type of ?xed codebook that speci?es one or more pulses to 
be contributed to the excitation signal. The pulse codebook 
parameters include pairs of indices and signs (gains can be 
positive or negative). Each pair indicates a pulse to be 
included in the excitation signal, With the index indicating 
the position of the pulse and the sign indicating the polarity 
of the pulse. The number of pulses included in the pulse 
codebook and used to contribute to the excitation signal can 
vary depending on the coding mode. Additionally, the num 
ber of pulses may depend on Whether or not an adaptive 
codebook is being used. 

[0078] If the pulse codebook is used, then the pulse 
codebook parameters are optimiZed (455) to minimiZe error 
betWeen the contribution of the indicated pulses and a target 
signal. If an adaptive codebook is not used, then the target 
signal is the Weighted original signal. If an adaptive code 
book is used, then the target signal is the difference betWeen 
the Weighted original signal and the contribution of the 
adaptive codebook to the Weighted synthesiZed signal. At 
some point (not shoWn), the pulse codebook parameters are 
then signaled in the bit stream. 

[0079] The excitation parameteriZation component (360) 
also determines (465) Whether any random ?xed codebook 
stages are to be used. The number (if any) of the random 
codebook stages is indicated as part of an overall coding 
mode for the current frame, or it may be indicated or 
determined in other Ways. A random codebook is a type of 
?xed codebook that uses a pre-de?ned signal model for the 
values it encodes. The codebook parameters may include the 
starting point for an indicated segment of the signal model 
and a sign that can be positive or negative. The length or 
range of the indicated segment is typically ?xed and is 
therefore not typically signaled, but alternatively a length or 
extent of the indicated segment is signaled. A gain is 
multiplied by the values in the indicated segment to produce 
the contribution of the random codebook to the excitation 
signal. 

[0080] If at least one random codebook stage is used, then 
the codebook stage parameters for that codebook stage are 
optimiZed (470) to minimiZe the error betWeen the contri 
bution of the random codebook stage and a target signal. The 
target signal is the difference betWeen the Weighted original 
signal and the sum of the contribution to the Weighted 
synthesiZed signal of the adaptive codebook (if any), the 
pulse codebook (if any), and the previously determined 
random codebook stages (if any). At some point (not 
shoWn), the random codebook parameters are then signaled 
in the bit stream. 
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[0081] The component (360) then determines (480) 
Whether any more random codebook stages are to be used. 
If so, then the parameters of the next random codebook stage 
are optimiZed (470) and signaled as described above. This 
continues until all the parameters for the random codebook 
stages have been determined. All the random codebook 
stages can use the same signal model, although they Will 
likely indicate different segments from the model and have 
different gain values. Alternatively, different signal models 
can be used for different random codebook stages. 

[0082] Each excitation gain may be quantized indepen 
dently or tWo or more gains may be quantiZed together, as 
determined by the rate controller and/or other components. 

[0083] While a particular order has been set forth herein 
for optimiZing the various codebook parameters, other 
orders and optimiZation techniques may be used. For 
example, all random codebooks could be optimiZed simul 
taneously. Thus, although FIG. 4 shoWs sequential compu 
tation of different codebook parameters, alternatively, tWo or 
more different codebook parameters are jointly optimiZed 
(e.g., by jointly varying the parameters and evaluating 
results according to some non-linear optimization tech 
nique). Additionally, other con?gurations of codebooks or 
other excitation signal parameters could be used. 

[0084] The excitation signal in this implementation is the 
sum of any contributions of the adaptive codebook, the pulse 
codebook, and the random codebook stage(s). Alternatively, 
the component (360) may compute other and/or additional 
parameters for the excitation signal. 

[0085] Referring to FIG. 3, codebook parameters for the 
excitation signal are signaled or otherWise provided to a 
local decoder (365) (enclosed by dashed lines in FIG. 3) as 
Well as to the frame output (392). Thus, the encoded frame 
output (392) includes the output from the LPC processing 
component (335) discussed above, as Well as the output from 
the excitation parameteriZation component (360). 

[0086] The bit rate of the output (392) depends in part on 
the parameters used by the codebooks, and the encoder (300) 
may control bit rate and/or quality by sWitching betWeen 
different sets of codebook indices, using embedded codes, or 
using other techniques. Different combinations of the code 
book types and stages can yield different encoding modes for 
different frames and/or sub-frames. For example, an 
unvoiced frame may use only one random codebook stage. 
An adaptive codebook and a pulse codebook may be used 
for a loW rate voiced frame. A high rate frame may be 
encoded using an adaptive codebook, a pulse codebook, and 
one or more random codebook stages. The rate control 
module can determine or in?uence the mode for each frame. 

[0087] Referring still to FIG. 3, the output of the excita 
tion parameteriZation component (360) is received by code 
book reconstruction components (370, 372, 374, 376) and 
gain application components (380, 382, 384, 386) corre 
sponding to the codebooks used by the parameteriZation 
component (360). The codebook stages (370, 372, 374, 376) 
and corresponding gain application components (380, 382, 
384, 386) reconstruct the contributions of the codebooks. 
Those contributions are summed to produce an excitation 
signal (390), Which is received by the synthesis ?lter (340), 
Where it is used together With the “predicted” samples from 
Which subsequent linear prediction occurs. Delayed portions 
















